Adventures in Irian Jaya

The single engine Cessna descended out of the clouds revealing Irian Jaya. Bomela, a few huts on one side of a grass strip nestled in a valley surrounded by 9,000 foot
mountains, was hundreds of miles from the nearest road. Our “exploratory” adventure team of 10 had to pay off the local Indonesian police in Wamena, the regional
center in the high mountain plateau, because the authorities didn’t want “outsiders” in remote areas over which they had little control. Irian Jaya, the Western part of
the island of New Guinea, was renamed “West Papua” by the Indonesian government when it took over the remote Dutch East Indies Colony from the Netherlands
in 1963. A guaranteed election was supposed to allow the local indigenous people to vote for whether they wanted independence or to become a part of Indonesia. It
was heavily rigged so that Indonesia annexed the sparsely inhabited, but mineral rich territory. The indigenous “Free Papua” separatists fought for self-determination
in the land they occupied for countless generations and lost hundreds of warriors when Indonesian Army raids and Airforce bombings sought, unsuccessfully, to end
their independence movement that persists to this day.
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Our group was put together in 1990 by EcoSummer Adventures, a small outfitter from Vancouver, BC, specializing in “exploratory” trips to remote areas where
“outsiders” are rarely seen. It consisted of eight members from Canada and two from the USA (me and my wife Gail Tanaka), including two physicians and a dentist.
Our goal was to trek from the Dani people’s highlands down to the lowland swamp, the Asmat people’s territory, and on to Agats, a town near the sea from which we
could arrange air transport back to Wamena. Of note, this is the town Michael Rockefeller departed from in 1961, launching a canoe into the Arafura Sea, never to be
seen again, but likely had been captured by Asmat warriors in retaliation for a Dutch police raid that had killed some Asmat village leaders.
On the 12-day trek, we would pick up local guides and translators who would only agree to take us to the next settlement because “they eat you beyond that place.”
We had topographical maps and a GPS device we hoisted up a tree at night to (hopefully) determine where we were.
We didn’t pick the best time to arrive in Bomela. The night before, a kerosene lamp overturned in a grass hut burning it to the ground along with two small children.
We worried that the villagers would somehow think our “karma” had something to do with the fire. It took an extra day before we could find guides and porters to
take us to our first stop on the trail.
Though we had all been training for the rigors of the trek for weeks beforehand, the day before beginning the trek, our EcoSummer leaders, Jim and Jeanne, asked
us to do a two-hour “shakeout” climb to test our physical condition. We would be going into areas where a broken bone would be a disaster for the whole group and
rescue very, very difficult. One of us decided to go back to Wamena and met up again with the group later in the lowlands near Agats.
Our pre-departure meal included fried cicadas and sago grubs. One of us brought along a big bottle of LaPhroaig whiskey, to celebrate our success at each day’s end.
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Off we went with nine hikers, two guides and five porters. Most of the days were downhill with ups & downs through jungles with moss-covered trees, orchids, pitcher
plants, magnolias and animal calls. Small waist-high streams were waded or deeper ones crossed using slippery fallen logs. Evenings in our chow tent, we felt quite
self-satisfied and congratulated each other with toasts of LaPhroig.
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One day early on we had to descend several hundred feet down a rocky slope with no safe path. Picking our way & dodging stones and small boulders kicked up by the
others above us was nerve-wracking. That evening, we spent the night at a small settlement with a grassy clearing. Our leaders made a decision that one of us was not in
shape physically to safely continue into even more hazardous areas and was slowing the rest of us. We left this hiker at the settlement with some provisions and called
for a helicopter by satellite phone for pick up. We later learned that our friend wasn’t able to be rescued for a week & spent time knocking on doors asking for eggs.
We often met local travelers going to their gardens, hunting grounds, or to visit neighboring villages. The men’s outfit consisted of a penis gourd, necklace of beads
or pig leather and facial adornment with nose bamboo slivers. They carried bow & arrows, stone adz and spears. The women wore bamboo or fiber skirts and carried
fiber bags with the strap on their foreheads, often containing a small child or pig.
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Going home

Most evenings we established camp in the jungle with a canopy of tree branches for some protection from the elements. After setting up our individual tents, we relaxed
on our air mattresses before the evening meal. On one occasion Gail and I were roused from our rest by a shriek of “Snek!, Snek!” Just outside the door of our tent was
a twelve inch long, innocent-looking brown snake. It was a Death Adder, also known as “two-step,” indicating you could take two steps before your last breath. It was
safely dispatched by one of our porters.
The evening meals were always a highpoint of the day with time to enjoy the offerings, prepared by our cook, which usually consisted of fruits and vegetables, jungle
ferns, and local catches such as a lizard and Victoria Crowned Pigeon (for Thanksgiving). Porridge, a favorite of our Canadian friends, was served at every meal –
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. We swapped stories, asked questions of the guides and cherished swigs of LaPhroig. On some occasions, local people would share the
meal. Once we asked if they had many outsiders passing through this area. The response: “Yes - we had one five years ago.”
The local settlements were usually on a small plateau, with eight or ten wooden huts, one for each extended family. There was usually a men’s house and a women’s
house for congregating and BS’ing. People in smaller settlements might be living in houses ten feet off the ground with a fireplace on the floor and openings in the
thatched roof for the smoke to escape. Often, treasured family pigs would share the space.
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The night sky was amazing. The Milky Way was a sea of milk. Jungle sounds pretty much ceased after the birds and bats flew to their resting places.
Ten days into the hike, we had descended from the mountainous highlands to the swampy lowlands of the Asmat people. A growing and gnawing concern was “where
are we???” We had a sketchy topographical map and a GPS gadget that had to be raised above the trees to get a reading. We were supposed to meet “Sam the crocodile hunter” in a boat he was to navigate up a certain river branch. But was the river branch we were approaching the same one that Sam was on (there were a lot of
river branches in the swampland!)? We came across a couple of small canoes tied to the side of a creek and “borrowed” them so that half of us could travel down the
creek while the others fought our way along the pathless jungle adjacent to the water. After a couple of hours, we weren’t sure if we were doing the right thing but did
manage to keep those in the boat in touch with those in the jungle. We eventually came to a sandy area where the creek turned & the jungle trekkers could get together
with the boaters to make plans. Serendipitously, we saw Sam peeing in the creek on the opposite side.
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After a few hours, including multiple ins & outs of Sam’s boat to push it over sandbars & around obstructions, we arrived at Agats, a town near the mouth of the Brazza
River. Unfortunately, the tide was out, so we had to wade hip-deep in sewage to reach the gangplank to the town walkway.

Asmat territory

The next day we took canoes to a nearby airstrip where we flew back to Wamena in a Twin-engine Otter. In summary: Sunburn, bruises, leech bites and all, it was an
unbelievable privilege to be able to do this trip and spend some time with the awesome people of Irian Jaya.

-- David McLanahan

